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"Slobodian's lucidly written intellectual history traces the ideas of a group of Western 
thinkers who sought to create, against a backdrop of anarchy, globally applicable 
economic rules. Their attempt, it turns out, succeeded all too well."
-Pankaj Mishra, Bloomberg Opinion

"A groundbreaking contribution. Unlike standard accounts, which cast neoliberals as 
champions of markets against governments and states, Slobodian argues that neoliberals 
embraced governance...Intellectual history at its best."
-Stephen Wertheim, Foreign Affairs

"Fascinating, innovative...Slobodian has underlined the profound conservatism of the first 
generation of neoliberals and their fundamental hostility to democracy."
-Adam Tooze, Dissent

Neoliberals hate the state. Or do they? In the first intellectual history of neoliberal globalism, 
Quinn Slobodian follows a group of thinkers from the ashes of the Habsburg Empire to the 
creation of the World Trade Organization to show that neoliberalism emerged less to shrink 
government and abolish regulations than to redeploy them at a global level. It was a 
project that changed the world, but was also undermined time and again by the relentless 
change and social injustice that accompanied it.

Quinn Slobodian is Associate Professor of History at Wellesley College.
Other Books
Framing Convergence with the Global Legal Order, This interdisciplinary book explores the 
concept of convergence of the EU with the global legal order. It captures the actions, law-
making and practice of the EU as a cutting-edge actor in the world promoting 
convergence 'against the grain'. In a dynamic 'twist' the book uses methodology to reflect 
upon some of the most dramatically changing dimensions of current global affairs. 
Questions explored include: who and what are the subjects and objects of convergence as 
to the EU and the world? How do 'court-centric' and less 'court-centric' approaches differ? 
Can we use political science and international relations as 'service tools'? Four key themes 
are probed: - framing EU convergence; - global trade against convergence; - the EU as the 
exceptional internationalist; and - positioning convergence through methodology.
�����. This Slobodian counter move explains the neoliberal paradox for which state power 
is essential to enforce the smooth running of the free ...  Globalists: The End of Empire and 
the Birth of Neoliberalism  (Harvard University Press, 2018)."
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